In the spotlight

**EOSC Future - new strategic vision**

EOSC Future to integrate, consolidate, and connect e-infrastructures, research communities, and initiatives in Open Science.

---

Training

2 June 2021

[FAIRsFAIR Roadshow: Finland](#)

3 June 2021

[EOSC-Nordic WP4 workshop: From self-assessment to certification with FAIR Results](#)

14-17 June 2021

[Responsible Open Science - Workshop on the fundamentals of research data management for social scientists (registration open until 4 June)](#)

15 June 2021

[SSHOC Workshop: Data citation in practice](#)

26 July - 05 August 2021

[FSCI 2021 Online](#)

---

Events

---
31 May 2021
CLARIN Café - CLARIN: One infrastructure for many languages (registrations open)

1-2 June 2021
Book release and data workshops: IEA civic and citizenship education studies (registrations open)

2 June 2021
Social Sciences and Humanities in Horizon Europe: diving into the opportunities (register before 30 May)

10 June 2021
SHAPE-ID toolkit launch (registrations open)

10 June 2021
RDA4EOSC Webinar - addressing organisational interoperability (registrations open)

11 June 2021
The role of DDI-CDI in EOSC: Discussion and next steps (registrations open)

15-17 June 2021
Dataverse Community Meeting 2021 (registrations open)

News
Get in touch if you have any news that you would like us to share!

18 May 2021
CESSDA Data Management Expert Guide User Story
Duncan Simpson, a Marie Curie Fellow at the Institute of Social Sciences, the University of Lisbon, tells his story on using the guide for heterogeneous data collection.

Funding and international collaboration

Proof Of Concept
Have you already received an ERC grant for your frontier research project and now want to explore the commercial or societal potential of your work? The ERC Proof of Concept Grant could be for you.

Call for Papers for the Workshop 'Ethics and privacy of big data use for migration research'
We invite contributions for the joint online workshop "Ethics of Big Data for Migration Research".

Resources

Visit the CESSDA community on Zenodo and our Resource Directory on Zotero.

Overview of MTNA's rich data services (slides and recording)

User Guide for the CESSDA Metadata Model Version 2.0

Research Data Management - 1 day workshop

Dataverse Software Guide for CTS certification

CLARIN Café on the rights of data subjects in language resources (slides and recordings)

FAIR + Time: Preservation for a designated community

FAIRification step 3 - generic metadata standards (slides and recording)

Vacancies

Do you have a vacancy at your institution that you wish to share?

Research Associate in the field of Research Data Infrastructures (GESIS)  
(deadline 6 June)

Doctoral Research (GESIS)  
(deadline 25 June)